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ABSTRACT 
Ship and boat crews can be a problem when these are 
around the areas subject to impact from parts of the 
vehicle. According to the flight safety philosophy, they 
must be protected and generally this protection is based 
on exposing the public to risks no greater than those 
encountered on a daily basis. Therefore, the idea of this 
paper is to describe not only the process in order to 
accomplish such protection, but also to present ImpactA 
system. On the other hand, Earth surface image 
visualization can be an asset in most decision making 
policies conducted by people involved with rocket 
projects. Thus, the application ImpactA calculates the 
probability of a given rocket impacting a ship and the 
casualty expectation of the crews. Ship movements are 
plotted overlaid on an Earth surface image projection in 
a browser. A browser is a software used to view and 
interact with resources available on the World Wide 
Web, which can quickly disseminate information. 
Resources used in this application are based on web 
standards. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Range Safety teams around the world have 
developed a flight safety philosophy and methodologies 
to be used when launching rockets. The Brazilian 
launch centers adopted this philosophy and 
methodologies. The philosophy’s goal is to protect the 
public, range participants, and property from the risk 
created by conducting potentially hazardous operations 
to prevent mishaps that would result in embarrassment 
to the Brazilian Space Agency (AEB) or Brazilian 
Government. Although these risks can never be entirely 
eliminated, the flight should be carefully planned to 
minimize the risks involved while enhancing the 
probability for achieving the mission objectives [1]. 

At the Brazilian launch center, Alcantara Launch Center 
(CLA), there is a large empty area, with no risk to 

environment and important buildings, in front of their 
launchers pad. Thus, launchings are prepared to keep 
the trajectory path which will not compromise the area 
determined by the azimuth angles. However, the great 
port of Itaqui, located in the state of Maranhão, serves 
as loading center for grains and ore. Consequently, 
there is a large 
flow of ships 
around the CLA. 
In addition to that, 
there is some 
fishing activity in 
the area, which 
concentrates 
fishing boats. The naval routes and the fishing regions 
may overlap the areas reserved for the impact of 
payload as well as separated parts of launched vehicles. 
Thus, boat and ship crews are particularly vulnerable 
and, in order to conduct safety flight, they must be 
protected. 

The impact areas are generally controlled by other 
organizations, such as Brazilian Navy. Permission to 
impact in these areas must be obtained in order to have 
an access to ships and boats denied at the location and 
size area for the operational hazard areas. 

CLA’s safety team is responsible for the surveillance of 
operational areas to ensure that CLA safety criteria are 
satisfied. Ship surveillance of the impact areas are 
conducted by aircraft and radar. The probability of 
impacting a ship is then calculated. 

The Brazilian Air Force keeps aircrafts that they control 
out of the aircraft hazard area during launch operations. 
CLA performs surveillance for other aircrafts in the 
vicinity of the launch area. The application ImpactA can 
be used to calculate the probability of impact on ships 
and consequently casualty expectation to the crews. Fig. 
1 illustrates this idea. 
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Fig. 1. Impact probability process 

 

All the activities involving rockets must be carefully 
performed. The ImpactA application is not different. 
Thus, it must know exactly where the ships are at a 
clearance time, and where they will be at launching 
time. This estimated position is used in the application.  

This kind of application can take a significant advantage 
if visualization is considered, i.e., ships movement 
could be seen graphically overlaid on a surface image. 
A development has been conducted by making use of 
interoperability technologies such as XML (Extensible 
Markup Language), and in particular SVG (Scalable 
Vector Graphics) that enables the visualization within 
the web. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes 
flight safety criteria used; the dispersion area where 
eventually ships find themselves in, are discussed in 
Section 3. It also provides respectively the impact 
probability and casualty expectation calculation; some 
details of how the application system has been 
developed and how it works are provided in Section 4. 
Finally, conclusion and future directions are discussed 
in Section 5. 

 

2. FLIGHT SAFETY CRITERIA 

The CLA’s Safety Manual [2] dictates the following 
criterias: 

• The probability of hitting a ship shall be less than 1 
x 10-5 for each impact area. 

• The probability of spent stages or other vehicle 
hardware impacting in unapproved areas shall be 
less than 1 x 10-3. 

• Casualty Expectation: less than 30 x 10-6 for 
external public and less than 300 x 10-6 for internal 
public. 

 

3. NOMINAL TRAJECTORY DISPERSION, 
IMPACT PROBABILITY AND CASUALTY 
EXPECTATION CALCULATION 

The classical methodology, described in [3], is used to 
determine nominal trajectory dispersion, to calculate 
impact probability and casualty expectation. 

Dispersion of a rocket is the statistical deviation of the 
actual impact point from the predicted impact point. It is 
used to calculate the probability of impact within a 
given distance from the nominal impact point. The 
sigma is referenced to a sigma value. 

Up/down range and cross range dispersion parameters 
for an unguided rocket are used, and the total dispersion 
is determined from the individual parameters using the 
root sum square technique (RSS) (Eq. 1). 
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Usually, the result is an ellipse whose center is the 
nominal impact point and the axis are the deviation 
up/down range, and cross range. 

The probability of impact within a given sigma distance 
from the nominal impact point is given by the Eq. 2. 
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The probability of impacting an object such as a ship or 
aircraft is a function of three factors: 

• Size of the object 
• Distance from the nominal impact point 
• Impact point dispersion 
 
Graphically as shown in fig. 2, the probability of hitting 
object A is the probability of impacting in the shaded 
strip times the area ratio. 

 
Fig. 2. Probability of impacting an object 



Casualty expectation (CE) calculation is based on 
probability of impact (Pi), population density (Pd) and 
lethal area (Al), as shown in eq. 3: 

 

 Al x Pd x Pi =CE  (3) 

 

CLA is responsible for the surveillance of operational 
areas to ensure that the CLA 
safety criteria are satisfied. 
Ship surveillance of the 
impact areas is conducted by 
aircraft. The Brazilian Air 
Force keeps aircrafts that 
they control out of the 
aircraft hazard area during launch operations. CLA 
performs surveillance for other aircrafts in the vicinity 
of the launch area. 

 

4. APPLICATION 

In order to make the applications available and 
deployable, Internet technologies can be appropriate, 
because the data could be analyzed from any part of the 
world. There are a variety of technologies that could 
deal with issues related to interoperability of how to 
envisage a tool that can eventually run regardless of the 
hardware or the operating system being used. There are 
efforts in this direction and W3C [4] (World Wide Web 
Consortium) proposed a set of languages, such as XML, 
that can be used within the Internet and are free of 
charge. 

Using these Internet technologies, a software package 
consisting of a tool for calculating impact probability on 
ships and its visualization on a surface image has been 
developed. 

This is a server/client application. The server hosts all 
databases, internet services and sites which give access 
to all information. Therefore, users must be given 
special privileges previously and when they are duly 
authorized, a list of registered vehicles and possibility 
of adding new ship information will be accessible. 

Fig. 3 shows a brief schema for this application: 

 
Fig. 3. Schema of the application 

User and vehicle information must be previously stored 
in a database. In order to manipulate databases, MySQL 
[5], which is one of the world’s most popular open 
source databases, is used. As this application generates 
dynamic pages, the server interacts with the client, 
providing the data on ships and boats for specific 
vehicle, chosen by user, which is used by the client to 
calculate casualty expectation and to generate graphical 
information. PHP [6] is used to perform this task. These 
functionalities still need a Web server to run properly, 
and Apache [7] is used. 

On the client side, it is essential that a SVG Viewer [8] 
plug-in has been installed in order to plot any objects 
over the surface image. Nowadays, many applications, 
running by Web, depends on some resources installed 
within browsers, called plug-in, in order to be properly 
visualized. 

All languages and tools used for the application are 
available for download from the internet and are free of 
charge. The next section describes some of them. In the 
section 4.2 a list of potential users for this application 
can be found. Functionalities will be described in 
section 4.3. 

 

4.1 Internet Technologies 

This section is dedicated to provide a brief description 
of some of the internet technologies used for the 
application, such as SVG and JavaScript. 

Special care was taken to develop the software in 
accordance with W3C guidelines. This Consortium 
develops interoperable technologies to take the Web to 
its full potential. It is a forum for information, 
commerce, communication, and collective 
understanding. 

Some interoperability technologies in question are listed 
below along with a brief description: 

• HTML - HyperText Makup Language, which is 
mostly used to present a document, is in fact the so 
called lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the 
World Wide Web. There is now a successor to it, 
which is the XHTML (Extensible HyperText 
Markup Language). It consists of a family of current 
and future document types and modules that can 
reproduce and extend HTML documents basically 
reformulated in XML. 

• XML – EXtensilble Markup Language is a universal 
format to organize documents and data as a structure 
in order to aid the structured document interchange 
on the Web. It is a meta-language, i.e., it can define 
other languages. 

• SVG – Scalable Vector Language is a language that 
can describe two-dimensional graphics based on 



XML. It is not proprietary. The act of drawing by 
means of SVG can be dynamic and interactive. 
Zoom could be done with no loss of precision, since 
SVG redraws a map. 

• Javascript – It is an interpreted and an object-
oriented scripting language. It is used to enhance 
web-page interactivity and can run on the clients’ 
browser, with local processing. 

 

4.2 End User 

One of the major uses for the tool described in this 
paper is for those that are responsible to the flight 
safety. As the application saves all ships information, it 
can also be useful for the team that is responsible to 
determine the trajectory dispersion area, which can be 
consulted to verify the fishing activities in a given area. 

Indeed, authorities can also have an access to 
accompany negotiations that will be needed if any 
problems occur. 

 

4.3 Starting the application 

The HTML page, which has the embedded SVG file, 
has all references to other pages as well as to the 
JavaScript files. Impact probability on ships and 
casualty expectation are calculated using JavaScript, 
and accessing data ships from database stored by 
MySQL. According to the user selection, dynamic 
pages can be generated using PHP resources. 
Visualization area was made by SVG resources. Events 
can be handled by JavaScript or by SVG. 

Only authorized users can access and analyze the data, 
as the information inserted into database are classified. 
A typical screen for a specified flight is shown in fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Starting  viewing 

 

The surface image drawn is a collection from satellite 
images from [9]. In this case a zoomed area around 
CLA, located in north of Brazil, is performed. For 

security reasons, all objects drawn over the map is for 
illustration purposes only. Zoom in and zoom out could 
be done in order to analyze details from any given 
impact point or any other object, as well as a distance 
from two points can be calculated. 

Some important information are retrieved from the 
database and drawn on image: 

• General information – vehicle and campaign name, 
launching date, H0 

• Nominal trajectory path – geodetic latitude, 
longitude coordinates 

• Impact dispersion area – radius, geodetic latitude 
and longitude of the nominal impact point, for each 
impact 

• Ship information – type, current position (latitude, 
longitude), direction, velocity and contact time.  

With this information from ships or boats, the 
application automatically calculates the probability of 
any part of vehicle hitting this ship. It is important to 
comment that the ship and boat areas and the number of 
members of crew are estimated according to the 
Brazilian Navy. Afterwards, casualty expectation of 
crews is then calculated, as well as, calculated risk of 
operation, which is a sum of all probabilities. 

Once surveillance has been finished or when a ship is 
detected and contacted retrieving its situation 
navigation, patrol plane responsible can update the 
database in the server, filling in the information about 
ship, as showed in fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Patrol plane area 

 

Numerical information about any ship, and its influence 
in mission risk, can be viewed at any time 

Some additional information about the operation, such 
as remainder time to launching is calculated based on 
H0 time and universal time, as showed in fig. 6. 

 

// 

//  

Fig. 6. General information 

Some application functionalities, such as zoom in, zoom 
out and distance between two points, can be obtained. 
As SVG has a lot of resources, such as event handlers, 



any mouse event can be handled, such as mouse move, 
mouse in and mouse out. Due to the use of SVG 
resources, when the mouse drags over any object, its 
position is detected by the application and converted to 
Latitude and Longitude coordinates. 

Concerning mouse resources, if the position pointed by 
the mouse is over a ship, a trajectory path, boundary 
limits or any special object, then a report about this 
object is shown. Fig. 7 shows a report from a given 
ship. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Ship report  

 

A detailed report about the impact probability for each 
boat and casualty expectation for each crew is shown in 
fig. 8. It also shows the total impact probability and 
casualty expectation for each impact. Finally, it shows 
the risk of operation, which is the sum of all the 
calculated casualty expectation. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Result report  

A zoom facility is provided in order to obtain details 
from any part of the interested area. As can be viewed 

in Fig. 9, the map is yielded in a large scale, showing a 
zoomed area from an impact area region. Usually, SVG 
objects keep its precision regardless of the zoom. 
However, ImpactA uses satellite image in order to 
visualize the world, then there is a limited zoom with no 
loss of map precision when visualizing this map. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Zoomed area  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In Aerospace systems there is a need to improve the 
method with which one can analyze the results. 
Specially, in applications involving rockets, one must 
work in order to obtain the results faster, highly reliable 
and to have access to all the relevant information about 
the event. Use of computer graphics, if properly 
applied, presents a gracious interface to many a 
application and invites the users to interact with the 
application without any fear, quite natural to those not 
used with computers. In other words, rocket launching 
is a task that should make a full use of the potential of 
visualization facilities. 

Within the context of the paper and in order to produce 
an application with no cost, all the technologies used 
must fulfill that requirement. In particular, SVG 
technology, deals with graphics over the web as 
required. 

Using satellite images, which are widely deployed by 
web, one can compose and visualize any detailed Earth 
region on computers, exactly as they are in fact. 
Associated with this precision, without map projection 
errors, it was easier to ImpactA application insert 
objects, such as ships and predict trajectory, over the 
map, in order to conduct a good analysis for mission 
risks. 



However, the proposed application has yet to be 
improved. Although CLA region does not present heavy 
air traffic, neither within low altitude nor high altitude, 
calculation of probability on impact aircraft will be 
inserted in ImpactA. Moreover, probability of land 
impact, even during overflight, will be inserted. 

All considerations described in this paper must be 
published for each launch operation, which are included 
in Flight Safety Plan. For operations at CLA, the 
mentioned plan is incorporated into the Operations 
Safety Plan. 
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